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HOURS OF ATTENDANCE AND OPERATION DAYS
AT THE LONDON HOSPITALS.

'CiNCER, Brompton (Free). Attendances-Daily,2. Operations.-T. F. S., 2.
-ENTRAL LONDON OPHTHALMIC. Attendanees.-Daily, 1. Operations.-Daily.
CHARING CROSS. Attendances.-Medical and Surgical dal 1.30 - Obstetrica.Tu. F. 1.30

Skin, M., 1.30; Dental, M. W. F., 9; Throat and tar, 96. OseratricTo2.-F. Th.
F., 3.

,CHELSEA HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN. Attendances.-Daily, 1.30. Operations.-M. Th. F., 2,
CITY ORTHOPEDIC. Attendances.-M. Tu. Th. F., 2. Operation8.-M.. 4.
EAST LONDON HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN. Operatione.-F., 2.
GREAT NORTHIERN CENTRAL. Attendance8.-Medical and Surgical, M. Tu. W. Th. F.,

2.30; Obstetric W 2.30; Eye, M. Th.. 2.30; Throat and Ear, Tn. F. 2.30 Skin, W.,
2.30; Dental, W., 2.' 6perations.-M. W. Th. F.

GUY's. Attendances.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30; Obstetric, M. Tu. F., 1.30; Eye,
M. Tu. Th. F 1 30- Ear, Tu.,1 ;Skin, Tu. 1: Dental, daily, 9 ; Throat, F., 1.Operations.-bphthlalmic) M. Th., 1.30; Tu. i', 1.30.

HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN, Soho. Attendances.-Daily, 10. Operatione.-M. Th., 2.
KING'S COLLEGE. Attendances.-Medical. daily, 2; Surgical, daily. 1.30; Obstetric, daily,

1.30- o.p Toi. W. P. S.. 1.30; Eye, M. Th., 1.30; Ophthalmic Department, W., 2; Ear,Tb., 2; skin, F., 1.30; Throat, F., 1.30; Dental, Tu. Th., 9.30. Operations.-M1. F. S., 2.
LONDON. Attendances.-Medical, daily exe. S., 2 Surgical, daily, 1.30 and 2; Obstetric.

M. Th., 1.30; o.p., W.S., 130, Eye Tu. S., 9; i:ar, S., 9.30; Skm, Th., 9; Dental, To.,
9. Operations.-M. Tu. W. lh. S.: 2.

LONDON TEMPEERANCE. Attendaances.-Medical, M. Tu. F., 2; Surgical, M. Th., 2. Opera.
tions.-M. Th., 4.30.

METROPOLITAN. Attendanees.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 9; Obstetric, W., 2. Opera-
tions.-F., 9.

MIDDLESEX. Attendances.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30; Obstetric, M. Th., 1.30;
o.p., M. F., 9; W., 1.30; Eye, Tu. F., 9; Ear and Throat, Toi., 9; Skin, Tu., 4; Th.,9.30;
Dental, M. W. F., 9.30. Operations.-W., 1.30; S., 2; (Obstetrneal), Th., 2.

NATIONAL ORTHOPAIDIC. Attendances -M. Tu. Th. F., 2. Operations.-W., 10.
NEW HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN. Attendances.-Daily, 2; Ophthalmic, W. 5., 9.30 Opera-tions.-To. F., 9.
NORTH-WEST LONDON. Attendances.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 2; Obstetric, W., 2;

Eye, W., 9; Skin, F., 2; Dental, F., 9. Operations.-Ta., 2.30.
ROYAL EYE, Southwark. Attendances.-Daily, 2. Operations.-Daily.
.ROYAL FREE. Attendances.-Medical and Surgical, daily .2; Diseases of Women, Tu. S.,

9- Eye, M. F., 9; Skin, Th., 9; Throat, Nose, and Ear, S., 3; Dental, Th.,9. Opera.
tions.-W. S., 2; (Ophthalmic), M. F., 10.30; (Diseases of Women), S., 9.

ROYAL LONDON OPHTHALMIC. Attendances.-Daily,9. Operationw.-Daily, 10.
ROYAL ORTHOPAEDIC. Attendance.-Daily, 1. Operations -M., 2.
ROYAL WESTMINSTER OPHTrALMIC. Attendances.-Daily, 1. Operations.-Daily.
ST. BARTHOLOMEW's. Attendances.-Medical and Surgical daily 130- Obstetric, Til.

Th., S., 2; O.p. W. 5 9- Eye. W. Th. S., 2.3I- Ear TU. P. 2: gkin, P.,1.30; Larynx,
F., 2.0; 'Orth'ophedo , Si., 2.30; Dental, To. F., 9. 'Operatwons.-M. To. W. S., 1.30;
(Ophthalmic), Tu. Tb. 2.

-ST. GEORGR'S. Attendances.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 12'* Obstetric, M4. Th. 2; o.p.,
Eye, W. 2 Ear Tu 2 ' Skin, W 2; Throat, F, 2; brthopeedic, W., 2; Dental,
Tu. S., 9. &perations.-SM. io. Th. F. §., .

ST. MARK'S. Attendances.-Fistula and Diseases of the Rectum, males S.,3; females;
W., 9.45. Operations.-M., 2; Tu., 2.30.

-ST. MARy's. Attendances.-Medieal and Surgical, d.il,v 1.45; o.p., 1.30: Obstetric, Tu. F.,
1.45; o.p., M. Th., 1.30: Eye, To. F. S., 9; Ear, M. Tb., 3; OrtiopHedic, W., 10; Throat,
Tu F., 1.0 Skin, M Th 9.30; Electro-therapeutics M Th 2.30; Dental, W. S., 9.30;
Children's Medical, Tu. 'VP 9 15 Children's Surgical, S., 9.. Operations.-M., 2.30.;
Tu. W. F., 2; Th., 2.30; S.,10; (bphthalmic), F., 10.

ST. PETER's. Attendancea.-M.2 and 5; To., 2; W., 5; Th., 2; F. (Women and Children),
2; S., 4. Operations.-W. F., 2.

ST. THOMAs'S. Attendances.-Medical and Sur&ical M. Tu. Th. F., 2; o.p., daily, 1.90;
Obstetric, TU F 2 ; op W. S., 1.30; Eye, r?u. S2; o., daily, exc. 5., 1.30; Ear,
Mf., 130- Skin, F., 1;30 Throat, lu. F., 1.30; Children, ., 1.3:; Electro-therapeuo
tics, o.p Th., 2; Mental Diseases, o.p., Th. 10; Dentai Tu F., 10. Operations.-M.
W. Tb. S., 2; Tu. Th., 3.30; (Ophthalmic), Th., 2; (Gyn'tcoiogical(, Tb., 2.

SAMARITAN FREE FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN. Attendances.-Daily, 1.30. Opera-tions.-W., 2.30.
THROAT, Golden Square. Attendances. -Daily, 1.30; Tu. F., 6.30. Operation.-Th., 2.
UNIVsRSITY COLLEGE. Attendances. -Medical and Surgical, daily, 1.30; Obstetrics, Ii.

W. F., 1.30; Eye, M. Th., 2; Ear, M. Tli.. 9; Skin, W., 1.45, S., 9.15; Throat, M. Th., 9;
Dental, W., 9.30. Operations.-Tu. W. Tb., 2.

WEST LONDON. Attendances.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 2 ' Dental, Tu. F., 9.30; Eyt
Tu. Th. 2 Ear, Tu., 10 ; OrthopEdic W., 2; Diseases of Women W S 2' Blectric,
Tu., 10; F'., S; Skin, F., 2; Throat and '4ove, S., 10. Operations-iu. F.,'2.30.

WESTMINSTER. Attendances.-Medical and Surgical, daily, 1; Obstetric, Tu F 1' Eye,
Tu. F., 9.30; Ear, M., 9; Skin, W., 1; DentaF, W. S., 9.15. Operations.-To. W., 2.

LETTERS, NOTES, AND ANSWERS TO
CORRESPONDENTS.

OCOMMUNICATIONS FOR THE CURRENT WEEK'S JOURNAL SHOULD REACH
THE OFFICR NOT LATER THAN MIDDAY POST ON WEDNESDAY. TELE-
GRAMS CAN BE RECEIVED ON THURSDAY MORNING.

COMMUNICATIONS respecting Editorial matters should be addressed to the
Editor, 429, Straiid, W.C., London; those,concerning business matters,
non-delivery of the JOURNAL, etc., should be addressed to the Manager,
at tllc Office, 429, Strand, W.C., London.

AUTHORS desiring reprints of their articles published in the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL are requested to cominunicate beforehand with the
Manager, 429, Strand, W.C.

CORRESPONDENTS who wish notice to be taken of their communications
should authenticate them with their names-of course not necessarily
for publication.

CORRESPONDENTS not answered are requested to look to the Notices to
Correspondents of the following week.

MANUSCRIPTS FORWARDED TO THE OFFICE OF THIS JOURNAL CANNOT
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES BE RETURNED.

Is order to avoid delay, it is particularly requested that all letters on the
editorial business of the JOURNAL be addressed to the Editor at the
Office of the JOURNAL, and not to his private house.

PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT.-We shall be much obliged to Medical
Officers of Health if they will, on forwarding their Annual and otqr
Reports, favour us with duplicatecopies.

IT Queries, answers,- and communications relating to subjects to which
8pecial departments oJ the BRITISH MEDICAL JOOURNAL are devoted uill be
found under their respective-headings.

4UERIES:

SCOTIA desires to obtain the address where steel horseshoes, with remov-
able screws for frosting, can be obtained?

INQUIRER asks for advice as to the treatment of a very obstinate case of
psoriasis. Various remedies have been tried without much benefit.

McQ. desires to hear of a private home or asylum for inebriates in
England in which a patient could be treated and boarded for 650 or 460
per annum. The patient is a gentleman, but his means are very
limited.

TOFFEE.
SUGAR AND BUTTER writes: Can any reader refer me 'to the late Dr
Milner Fothergill's remarks re toffee for delicate children and suckling
women?

BIcycLEs ON HIRE.
WHEELMAN writes: Will the medical man who some months ago through
these columns recommended hiring a bicycle by the year in preference
to purchasing, and said he was able to get one for £6 68. per annum,
kindly say what firms enable him to do this ?

INVALID KITCHEN.
DR. S. WORTHINGTON (Woolwich) asks for information as to the working
of an "invalid kitchen." and whether these have turned out success-
fully. By "invalid kitchen," he adds, " I mean charitable associations
for supplying suitable dinners to;poor sick and convalescent patients."

HYDATID MOLE: A REQUEST.
DR. W. E. FOTHERGILL (Manchester) writes: I am particularly anxious "to
obtain for microscropic work, which must be done during the next few
weeks, a cubic inch or so of hydatid mole so called, or placenta in a
state of hydatidiform degeneration. As I want it freshly hardened, old
spirit preparations are not available. Perhaps some reader oZ the
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL may see a case soon, and if he would be kind
enough to put a bit of the specimen into a small bottle of spirit or cor-
rosive sublimate solution, and post it to me at 200. Oxford Road, Man-
chester, I should be greatly indebted to him, and would thank him in
any way in my power.

A QUESTION OF HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION.
W. R. W. asks: (i) Is the medical officer in charge of a public infirmary
justified in refusing a serious case of injury or disease (not infectious)
sent into town from a distance because the patient happens to be a
pregnant woman ? (2) Would the case of a pregnant woman suffering
from a serious injury ever be admitted into a maternity hospital if a
general hospital could be got at ?
*** (i) This depends upon',the rules of the infirmary. We should have

said not; but there may,be ,some rule authorising this action of the
superintendent. (2) We think not,

DENTAL DEFICIENCIES AND THE NAVY.
L. M. writes: A candidate for a naval clerkship from a school to which I
am medical officer has lately been rejected by the medical authorities
on the score of his molar teeth not being in a sufficiently healthy state.
Can you inform me whether it is possible to ascertain beforehand what
are the limits (dental) that allow of a candidate passing ?
*** We are informed that loss or,decay of more than ten teeth is held

to disqualify for4the Royal Navy, but the condition of the remainder
and the cause of loss-whether by accident or disease-are taken into
consideration in conjunction with the candidate's physique and con-
stitution.

BOOKs ON ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.
H. S. W., who knows nothing about electro-therapeutics, would be glad to
be recommended a book on the subject which bears reference in detail
to the electric treatment of lupus, naevus, alopecia, etc.
*** The best books on medical electricity at the present time are;

Medical Electricity, by Lewis Jones, M.D. (London: H. K. Lewis. xos. 6d.):
The Uses of Electrolysis in Surgery, by Dr.W. E. Steavenson (London : J. and
A Churchill); International System of Electro-Therapeutics, by Dr. H. R.
Bigelow (London: F. J. Rebman. 32S.). Erb's work in von Ziemssen's
Handbook of General Therapeutics does not deal with surgical applica-
tions of electricity. Bordier's Pr6cis d'Electrotherapie is the newest
book, and is useful as embodying the'recent work of French writers on
electro-therapeutics. It,can be obtained from Messrs. Williams and
Norgate.

ANSWERS.

R.A.-M e have been unable to ascertain thatithere is any colony in which
epileptics are cared for at the expense of the poor rates.

DR. PURDON might bringtthe subject of his'communication under the
notice of the medical corporations to which the author belongs.

FYFE.-Our correspondent probably refers to a paper by Sir Joseph Fayrer,
Bart., on Falmouth as a Winter Resort, published in the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL of August 2gth, I896, p. 489.

S.W.-(r) There is not any obvious objection'so 'far as we'can see to the
proceeding described. (2) A practitioner holding the qualifications of
M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P. is entitled to style himself," P'hysician" and
"Surgeon."

Da. P. NEWELL (Crowborough, Sussex) writes: Your correspondent " H."
in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of December 1gth, will find a lQtion of
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4listerine" and water one of the most generally useful and pleasant
dentifrice lotions. "'Listerine" is sold by Maw, Son, and Thompson,
and the formula given on the bottle.

OPERATIVE SURGERY.
SCALPEL.-Jacobson's Operations in Surgery, of which a new edition Is
advertised to appear forthwith, is an excellent work on the subject,
and would probably meet our correspondent's requirements. The book
is published by Messrs. J. and A. Churchill.

BOOKS FOR THE D.P.H.EXAMINATION.
.R.S. will find a list of books recommended to candidates for examina-
tions for the D.P.H. in the Educational Number of the BRITISH MEDICAL
JOURNAL of September 5th, I896, p. 585. He will find in the JOURNAL
of September 26th, z896, p. 8go, some further hints from a corre-
spondent.

GASTRIC ULCER AND CORSETS.
lN. 0. P. Q. writes: I think it is probable that the reference your corre-
spondent " M.D." (BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, December 26th, T896
p. 2858) wants is the following: Chlorosis, by William Williams, M.D.,
from the Liverpool Medico-Chirurgical Journal, January, I892.

MEDICAL RETICENCE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE.
F.R.C.P.I.-In reply to our correspondent's communication, we think we
cannot do better than to refer him to the article on the subject on
p. 1840 of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of December 26th, in which
will be found a full expression of our opinion as to the most desirable
course to adopt under the circumstance in reference to accident
insurance.

MALE NURSES.
G. F. C. is informed that male nurses have to undergo a similar training

as females in some hospital or institution before they are considered
competent. The length of the training and course of instruction would
vary in different institutions, and there is not usually a hard and fast
rule as to age. We understand a considerable proportion of the male
nurses employed by the Hamilton Association have been trained in the
Medical Staff Corps of the army, or as naval sick bay attendants.
G. F. C. might do well to communicate with the manager of the
Hamilton Association, 57, Park Street, Grosvenor Square, W., for further
information.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL AND MEDICAL FEES.
C. R. W.-A correspondent sends copies of letters that have passed be-
tween himself and the London County Council, relative to the fee to be
charged for medical sick certificates given to employees of the Council.
The sentiments he expresses as to the " sweating" of the profession in
many cases may be cordially endorsed, but it is not by any means cer-
tain that the treatment he has received at the hands of the London
County Council is a very flagrant example of this evil. The fee offered
for the sick certificates is about the usual payment for services of this
nature, and although it might be desired that such fees were higher,
there are perhaps other forms of medical " sweating," which call more
urgently for reform.

MOSQUITO BITES.
A CORRESPONDENT writes for advice as to the best means of avoiding the

bites of mosquitos. This, and similar questions having reference to the
attacks of the allied insects which inhabit temperate climes, has on
more than one occasion appeared in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL
without eliciting, we regret to say, any very satisfactory replies, An
'eminent Anglo-Indian authority to whom we referred the question on
one occasion, could only say that the best preventive of mosquito bites
was mosquito curtains. We find in the issue of the Fi8hing Gazette for
August ist, i896, an article from which we extract the following recom-
mendations:-The writer himself relies upon olive oil; he pours a little
on the palms of his hands, and rubs all the exposed parts of the neck,
face, the roots of the hair, and the hands. Among other preventives
which he extracts from previous issues of our contemporary are to wash
the exposed portions of the body with carbolic soap, to anoint them
with oil of sandal-wood, with paraffin, with cajuput oil, with spirits of
tupentine mixed with glycerine jelly, or to use the dog soap employedfor killing fleas.

ANSWERS TO BICYCLING QUESTIONS.
A CYCLING SURGFEON writes: If" inquirer" will place a pelvis upon the
ordinary peaked cycle saddle in the position usually occupied by riders,
I think he will be as much surprised as I was at its dangerously un-
suitable shape. He will see the narrow middle portion towards which
the rider gravitates forms a more or less wedge-shaped projection-between the tuberosities unless the muscles have been abnormally
strengthened by long use; therefore I slhould say it would be very un-
wise to allow so young a child to ride unless upon one of the anatomical
saddles, such as Henson's. I know the late Sir B. W. Richardson
strongly advocated the use of the-same.

I think also " Baffled " will discover the cause of the numerous cases
of urethritis in the saddle, as the weight of the rider is practically borne
upon the urethra in the peaked saddle, and this goes to prove that
Mr. Turner's " equally good results " from a " carefully and properly
adjusted" ordinary saddle are strictly true only when applied to skilled
and hardened cyclists like himself, and not to the untrained learners of
the present time.

DR. HERSCHELL wishes to call the attention of " Inquirer" to his book
just published by Bailliere, Cycling as a Cause of Heart Disease, in which
the subject of bicycling as a recreation for children is treated.

NOTES, LETTERS, Etc.

TELEGONY AND THE INHERITANCE OF ACQUIRED CHARACTERISTICS.
DR. WILLIAM CULLEN. M.B. (Physician-Accoucheur, Northern District of
Glasgow Maternity Hospital) writes with reference to the note in the
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of December 12th on the discussion at a
recent meeting of the Zoological Society: In the case of the human
female the ovaries at birth have been cstimated by independent ob-
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servers (Foulis and Henle) to contain 70,000 ova. Manifestly it is no
probable that each of these 70,000 ova can reproduce itself or undergo
fecundation. Then what explanation can be given for their existence ?
The element of chance which forms a law in the pollenation of plants is
not without analogy here, if we consider the human ovum as a medium
only of fertilisation, with the parent female organism as a matrix that
is, the ovum Is not in itself possessed of those potentialities and repro-
ductive activities exhibited by the male element. The male element,the spermatozoon, I have elsewhere shown, is the product of a compli-
cated function which has no equivalent in the female; and this is
essential if in itself it is to convey a complete and final representation
of male characteristics. What follows impregnation is an inoculation of
the female constitution by the medium of an ovum on this principle:
that with the conjunction of the respective male and female elements
there develops a mutual product whose resemblance to the male
organ would be infinitesimal were the initial activities of the latter not
potent enought to affect, and afterwards modify, the whole maternal
influence. Bear in mind the period of gestation, where, with the
maternal nourishment, I hold there is conveyed a conjoint influence,
nervous or constitutional, to the fcetus. With the expulsion of the
embryo at birth there will remain a reserve of this conjoint influence in
the mother sufficient to modify her next conception with another or
a different mate, and that this primary influence will get less the more
remote it becomes by subsequent impregnations is probable in theory,
is a fact in practice, and is in keeping with this explanation. That the
male element has an influence upon the female beyond that of mere
fertilisation has been long acknowledged. Darwin's Theory of Sexual
Selection has been faulted in presupposing a superiority and an entail in
the male line. That Darwin believed the male sex to be the dominant
one is an argument in its favour, and Darwin only held what those who
studied pedigreed stock could tell him. Brooks has stated that " male
cells are the more various, and alone transmit new variations." Finally,varieties in the characteristics of dogs will follow Starkweathei's postu-
late about sex, " that sex is determined by the superior parent, and that
the superior parent produces the opposite sex."

LEONTIASIS OSSEA.
MR. W. ROGER WILLIAMs, F.R.C.S. (Preston), writes: I must enter a
mild protest against the application of the term "hleontiasis ossea,"
to such a tumour as that described by Mr. Noble in the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL of December 5th, The histological structure of Mr.
Noble's tumour was thoroughly investigated by the Morbid Growths
Committee of the Pathological Society in I868,1 and it was proved
to be an ossifying myxoma of the nasal septum of endosteal origin,
whereas " leontiasis ossea " is merely a form of hyperostosis. The appli-
cation of the term " leontiasis ossea" to such a tumour as Mr. Noble's is
misleading. DIPHTHERIA IN HOT AND COLD COUNTRIES.

A.M.S. writes: There is at least one exception to Dr. Schellong's state-
ment that diphtheria is very unusual in a tropical country. In the
island of Mauritius, In the Indian Ocean, and within the tropics diph-
theria is very prevalent. It is believed to attack particular families,
but probably this can be explained by those families residing in certain
localities favourable to the origin of the disease. The mean annual
temperature in Mauritius is about 8o0 F. The climate is equable and
damp, and malarious fever is endemic in the low-lying districts.

MEDICAL EXPERT EVIDENCE.
DR. HoRAcE DOBELL (Parkstone Heights, Dorset), in the course of a
letter on this subject, writes: I think it should be a rule that no doctor
of repute should appear as an expert witness in a case unless lie is
allowed to have a conference with all the other doctors concerned in it.
It is the lawyers who stand in the way of this; and I think it is beneath
our dignity as a profession to allow ourselves to be made their tools.
The very reason which makes them object to this course is the one that
should make us insist upon it, namely, that more than half the medical
disputes would never come into court if this rule were followed. Of
course the experts, like the lawyers, would lose some fees by it; but I
will not believe that doctors of repute would not a hundred times rather
lose their fees than haveundigni fied ezposis come before the public and
the profession. If all the best men in the profession would agree on
this course it would soon become a disgrace to appear in court on any
other terms.

PRACTICE IN SOUTH AFRICA.
B. R. A. (Cape Town) writes: In answer to numerous inquiries I think
the following facts may prove useful to those who look on South Africa
as a good field for practice, and who intend to emigrate there. The
profession here, as at home is vastly overcrowded, and a man coming
out here must b prepared to bring enough money to keep himself for a
year or sO until he either obtains some employment or his practice be-
comes lucrative. I can confidently state that every small village and
town in Cape Colony and Natal is well supplied with medical men, and
in the principal towns, such as Cape Town, Johannesburg, and even in
Buluwayo, the supply largely exceeds the demand. Everything here
as elsewhere, is obtained by local influence, and an outsider naturally'
has no chance against the Colonial; this fact applies to every profession
and trade out iere. Locum-tenencies and assistantships are extremely
difficult to obtain, as they are far and few between. Moreover, it is
essential to have a good knowledge of the Dutch language, and, besides,
there are always plenty of experienced men reacy to take up these
appointments, as I have found more than once to my cost. Fees
certainly are higher, but then it must be remembered that the cost of
living even in Cape Town is at least double that of England, and in
Johannesburg about treble the amount. An English practitioner can
have no idea of the isolated rough life which one is forced to lead in
the up-country districts, the centre of which may be I00 miles from the
nearest railway station, and even there professional competition is
frequently quite as keen as at home. The majority of medical men here
are either of Scotch or German nationality, and I think we are all well
acquaintedwiththeir national characteristics. In view of the following
facts I must advise the profession not to come here just now or they

Vrans. Path. Soc., vol. xix., z868, p. 339.
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will be doomed to disappointment: (a) Rinderpest, which by devastating
the country must affect medical fees; (b) unsettled relations between
the Dutch and English all over the colony; (e) Transvaal depression:
(d) uncertainty of the future of Rhodesia despite all Stock Exchange
reports. I am writing this letter chiefly to catch the eye of the junior
members of our profession, and I shalh feel sufficiently repaid if I am
the means of preventing disappointment in the minds of those who
think that South Africa is an El Dorado for the doctor as well as for the
artisan.

PROFESSOR CALMETTE's ANTIVENENE.
MESSRS. ALLEN AND HANBURYS, Plough Court, Lombard Street, E.C.,
ask us to state that they have become the agents for Great Britain and
the Colonies of the Pasteur Institute at Lille, and have received a
supply of the antivenomous serum. It is supplied in vials containinglo c.cm., the quantity for one injection.

PICRic ACID IN BURNS.
DR. C. H. SOUTER (Balaklava, South Australia) writes: In the BRITISII MEDI-
CAL JOURNAL, October 17th, 1896, Mr. R. Shalders Miller refers to Mr.
D'Arey Power's notes on the use of a solution of picric acid for super-
ficial burns and scalds. He suggests as a substitute hazeline, and
describes its use.

I had heard of and used picric acid in solution for burns even before
I saw Mr. Power's contribution: it appeared to have been used with
much success in certain iron foundries and sugar works, a large open
vessel of it being kept in readiness for emergencies. I have used it (the
solution to the strength of saturation) in several cases. one a burn of
the third degree, and shall certainly not expect to find better results
from any other application. I simply painted the whole burnt surface
'with a saturated solution of picric acid in water, using a large camel-
hair brush with which to do so. In later cases Ifound that no evil
results followed the practice of leaving the primary dressing (covered
with oiled silk and cotton wool) on for a period of from three days to a
week, and similarly with subsequent dressings. Greater simplicity,
harmlessness, and freedom from pain and resulting sear contraction
can hardly be gained by hazeline, which latter, Mr. Miller admits, is
expensive.

CHILD IN UTRItO CRYING DURING LABOUR.
DR. E. FITZGERALD FRAZER (Brighton) writes: I was in attendance on a
case of twin labour here recently. I applied the forceps to the head of
the first-coming child. Whilst using gentle traction, and the vertex
being still upon the perineum, I was surprised, as was also the nurse, to
hear the child cry. At first we thought we were deceived, but in a very

short tiine the sound was repeated, and before any part of the head was

born the same phenomenon occurred several times. Nothing unusual
happened during the birth of the second baby, which came away natu-
rally. I cannot say whether the pressure of the forceps had anything to
do or not with causing the crying. There were no marks of it on the
head, and the boy is doing well. This instance illustrates the possi-
bility of uterine breathing. as otherwise I cannot see how the vocal
cords could lhave been called into play. The entry of air into the lungs
took place, I believe, during the time I was putting the forceps into
place. In doing this no difficulty presented itself.

THE M.D.EDIN.
OUR contemporary, the Daify Telegraph, reports an incident that occurred
before the Southwark magistr-ate, in which a most unwarrantable
charge was made against the fair fame bf the above degree. A solicitor,
addressing a medical prosecutor, is reported to have made the extra-
ordinary allegation that the M.D.Edin. could be purchased, as our con-
temporary phrases it, like a share in a gold-mining syndicate. "Yours
is an Edinburgh degree?" he queried. "Yes," answered the other.
"These degrees can be bought for so many pounds ?" " That is un-

true." was the indignant and perfectly accurate reply. Such an im-
putation is quite unwarrantable, and ought not to have been made.

DRUNKENNESS AMONG CHILDREN.
ACCORDING to Jakubowitsch of St Petersburg, drunkenness is spreading
among childr en in Russia He speaks of children between 4 and 5 years

of age as having had del'riutm tremens. As to inebriate heredity, he had
observed the difference between the children of the same parents, be-
gotten while the parents were temperate, and those born during parental
intemperance. The first children were physically and intellectually
normal, while the later exhibited traces ofbody and brain degeneration.
Parents often carelessly and thoughtlessly gave young children spirits
to make theircheeks bright and their eyes sparkle, andliqueurs to soothe
and induce sleep. Thus juvenile intoxication was originated. In Britain,
only a week ago, a girl of 13, of respectable parentage, was charged with
being drunk and incapable, at Ancoats Polhce-court.

LETTERS, COMMUNICATIONS, ETC., have been received from:
(A) Dr. T. M. Allison, Newcastle-on-Tyne; Mr. R. Allen, Dartford;
Messrs. Allen and Hanburys, London; Dr. J. Adams, Glasgow; C.

M. Allan, M.B., Longton. (B) Dr. G. P. Bate, London; Dr. B. Bram-
well, Edinburgh; Dr. E. G. Barnes, Eye; J. Biernacki, M.B., London;

B.W.; Mr. W. Bassett, Newport, Mon.; Mr. D. Butler, London; Dr.

Bond, Gloucester; Dr. A. G. Barrs, Leeds; Mr. F. Bramwell, London;
R. A. Bickersteth, M.B., London; Mr. D. Biddle, Kingston-on-Thames;

Dr. R. Barnes, Lyss. (C) ProfessorE. M. Crookshank, East Grinstead;

Mr. B. Clarkson, Liverpool; Dr. A. W. Campbell, Rainhill; Dr. W. L.

Christie, Clifton; Messrs. A. H. Cox and Co., Brighton; Cycling Sur-

geon. (D) D.M.O.; Dr. E. Diver, Kenley; Mr. E. A. G. Doyle, Trinidad;
D.; Sir D. Duckworth, Paris; Dr. W. Dobie, Chester. (E) Dr. F. Edge,

Wolverhampton; Enquirer; Mr. J. Eyre, London. (F) Fyfe; W. R.
Fenton, M.B., Cape Town; Dr. S. Felce, London; W. E. Fothergill,

M.B., Manchester. (G) Dr. E. Goodall, Carmarthen; G.R.S.; G.F.C.;

G. L. Gulland, M.B., Edinburgh; Mr. W. Gosse, Sittingbourne. (H) Mr.
F. H. Hudson, London; Dr. F. Hinds, Worthing; Help; Mr. 'V. B.
Holdern6ss, Windsor; Mr. N. Hammond, Ashton-in-Makerfield: Dr. R.
G. Hebb, London; Dr. W. P. Herringham, London; Dr. T. G. Horder,
Cardiff; Dr. G. Herschell, London. (I) Dr. F. Imlach, Liverpool. (J)
Dr. J. R. Jones, Winnipeg, Manitoba; Mr. G. C. Jones, Halifax. (K) Mr.
E. P. King, Chepstow, Mon.; Dr. R. Kirk, Glasgow. (L) Dr. H. G.
Lys, Bournemouth; Messrs. Lee and Nightingale, Liverpool. (M) Dr.
G. McReddie, Greenhithe; Mr. A. G. Mitchell, Parsonstown; Dr. W. A.
Michie, London; Mr. H. C. L. Morris, Bognor: Mr. M. C. Moxham,
Boston, Linc.; M.B., M.A.; Mr. J. MeNaught, Waterfoot; Dr. G. S.
Middleton, Glasgow; Mr. W. R. Macauley, London; W. R. MacDermott,
M.B., Newry; R. Morison, M.B., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (N) Dr. G. P. L.
Nugent, Dublin; Mr. G. Netting, Plymouth; E. N. Nason, M.B., Nun-
eaton; N.; Mr. H. F. H. Newington, Ticehurst. (0) Messrs. Oldfield,
Bartram, and Oldfield, London. (P) Dr. G. Pernet, London; W. M.
Price, M.B., Cardiff; Persevere; Mr. W. F. Preedy, London; Dr. C. E.
Purslow, Birmingham; Dr. R. D. Pennefather, London. (R) W, Riv-
ington, M.B., London; Dr. J. S. R. Russell, London; A. F. B. Richards,
M.B., Swansea; Professor Rutherford, Edinburgh; Mr. H. D. Rich-
mond, London; R.B.; R.H.S.; Mr. W. T. Rogers, London. (S) Mr. F.
W. Stoddart, Bristol: Dr. E. H. Starling, London; Mr. J. S. Sewill,
London; J. H. Smith, M.B., Hampton Wick; Dr. T. Strehz, Chicago;
Mr. D. W. Samwavs, Mentone; Dr. G. C. Smith, London; Scalpel; Dr.

J. 0. Symes, Bristol; Mr. C. H. Souter, Salakhoe, South Australia:
Scotia; Dr. J. E. W. Silk, London. (T) Dr. .J. C. Thorowgood, London;
Mr. J. L. Thomas, Cardiff; Dr. F. W. Tunicliffe, London. (V) Veteri-
narian. (W) Dr. S. Worthington, London; Mr. J. S. Watts, London;
Mr. C. H. Wells, London; Miss L. Warriner, London; Mr. P. C. Webb,
London; Mr. C. Wade, Boscastle; E. W. White, M.B., Dartford; Mr. D.

F. Williams, Liverpool; etc.

BOOKS, ETC., RECEIVED.

Anatomie Pathologique: Ccour, Vaisseaux, Poumons. Par Al. Letulle.
Paris: G. Carrb et C. Naud. I897.

Cycling as a Cause of Heart Disease. By G. Herschell, M.D. London:
Bailliire, Tindall, and Cox. I896. is. 6d.

A Pictorial Atlas of Skin Diseases and Syphilitic Affections in Photo-
Lithochromes from Models in the Museum of the Saint Louis Hospital,
Paris. Edited and Annotated by J. J. Pringle, M.B. Part VI. London:
Rebman Publishing Co. i896. zos. 6d.

L'Epilepsie. Par Dr. J. Voisin. Paris: Felix Alcan. I897. Fr.6.
Twentieth Century Practice: an International Encyclopwadia of Modern

Medical Science by Leading Authorities of Europe and America.
Edited by T. L. Stedman. M.D. In 20 volumes. Vol. V'II. Diseases
of the Respiratory Organs and Blood, and Functional Sexual Dis-
orders. London: Sampson Low, Marston and Co. I896. 30S.

Bibliographia Physiologica, I8&6. Rdpertoire des Travaux de Physiologie
de l'Annde I896. Class6 d'aprds la Classification Decimale. Par C.
Richet. Paris: Felix Alcan. I896. Fr.2.

Microscopic Researches on the Formative Property of Glycogen. Part 1.

Physiological. By C. Creighton, M.D. London: A. and C. Black. i896.
7S. 6d. net.

Transactions of the Asso3iation of American Physicians. Eleventh Ses-
sion, held at Washington, D.C., April 3oth and May Ist and 2nd, i896_
Vol. XI. Philadelphia: Printed for the Association. I896.

Index Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, United
States Army. Authors and Subjects. second Series. Vol. I. Wash-
ington: Government Printing Office. I896.

Nursing in Workhouses. By C. S. Roundell. London: Knight and Co.
I896. 6d.

The Medical Environment. By D. Campbell Black, M.D. Glasgow: Hugh
Hopkins.
*** In forwarding books the publishers are requested to state the

selling prices.
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Eight lines and under ... ... ... ;0 4 0
Each additional line ... ... ... ... 0 0 6
A whole column ... ... ... ... 1 17 6
Apago ... ... ... ... ... 5 5 0

An average line contains six words.
Advertisements should be delivered, addressed to theManager, at the

Office, not later than noon on the Wednesday precedinig publication; and
if not paid for at the time, should be accompanied by a reference.
Post-Office Orders should be made payable to the British Medical Asso-

ciation at the General Post-Office, London. Small amounts may be
paid in postage-stamps.
N.B.-It is against therules of the Post Office to receive etters at Podet

Restantes addressedeither in initials or numbers.
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